
QRU — Ham “Etymology” and the LICW Club ― W5AWS

 1 Ham “Etymology”
The excerpt from the December 14, 1895, edition of The Radio Telegrapher came my
way via Long Island CW (LICW) Club member David, N1EA. It explains the origin of
the once derogatory term Ham as applied to unskilled telegraph operators.

A common term is ham-fisted, meaning lacking in dexterity, skill, or finesse, which
neatly describes my current level of telegraphic ability.
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 2 LICW Club
The LICW Club have reworked their curriculum, making it a lot more flexible and
easy for people to participate. Their club is very active with a continuous stream of
messages via their groups.io account, which I reduced to a daily digest.

 2.1 Hearing Character Sounds
Initially, I had learned the code at 25 wpm1 in blocks of eight random characters
while  slowly  narrowing the Farnsworth spacing as  my understanding improved.
Later, I discovered that I couldn’t understand code sent at slower speeds.

LICW Club instruction recommends learning Morse at 12 wpm using a straight key.
The idea is that the sound and physical rhythm of sending Morse helps reinforce
learning, and 12 wpm is fast enough to discourage counting dits and dahs, forcing
the student to focus on the sound of each character.

 2.2 Practice
Basically, the whole process relies on practice, but not long exhausting sessions,
rather it is better to practice for about fifteen minutes twice each day. Practice both
sending and receiving is important, including practice at speeds about 10 to 15 per-
cent above what one is comfortable hearing.

 2.3 Get On The Air
Main focus of LICW Club is GOTA2. Using a straight key, 12 to 15 wpm is about the
limit, above which repetitive stress makes itself felt. Fortunately, there are several
slow speed activities on air that only require a brief exchange.

 2.4 Virtual Classrooms
The club also makes extensive use of the Zoom meeting technology, allowing users
from anywhere in the world to attend classes and practice in a low-stress, encour-
aging environment.

 2.5 Motivation and Objectives
One’s motivation and objectives are important. The whole point is to understand
and be understood on air. Achieving this is best done in as relaxed and enjoyable
way as possible. If learning is stressful or one has unrealistic objectives or is frus-
trated then things become correspondingly more difficult.

 2.6 Membership
Anyone from anywhere can join the LICW Club. Life membership is worth having as
an always available resource: https://longislandcwclub.org/.

1 wpm = words per minute
2 GOTA = Get On The Air
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